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Question: A customer has

noticed that their 2013

Toyota Auris' steering

operation is not as smooth

when manoeuvring or

parking as it used to be.

Recently the driver's footwell

carpet has been wet after

heavy rain but we are unsure

if the two issues are

connected. We haven't been

able to fix either issue, do you have any ideas?

Answer: We have had reports of the

symptoms you have described, and they are

both due to the steering column sealing boot

being cracked/damaged. Remove the steering

column sealing boot and discard. Fit a

protective cover (available from Toyota) to the

new steering column sealing boot (see 1.1 in

figure). Secure the protective cover with a

retaining strap ensuring a clearance of 0.5-1.5

mm (see 1.2 in figure). Fit the new steering

column sealing boot complete with protective

cover to the steering column. This should

rectify the

faults. 

Toyota Auris: Steering operation not smooth
when turning

In Brief… In Brief…

Laser tools has introduced a new super-

flexible, narrow-necked funnel for pouring

essential fluids into difficult to access fillers.

Manufactured from chemical resistant

polypropylene, the funnel features a cranked

240mm long spout that is flexible and narrow

enough to get in, and under, anything that's in

the way. The handle supports the funnel as the

fluid is poured and the cranked spout can be

unscrewed to offer a straight funnel (145mm

diameter, 135mm deep).

Laser say on motorcycles with gearbox oil

and coolant fillers accessed from under the seat,

this funnel is the only one needed. It is also

particularly useful for modern cars and vans

where the brake or clutch fluid reservoirs can be

hidden away at the back of the engine bay. It is

available now from Laser stockist.

Flexible funnel from Laser

Rebranding of Topaz to Circle K

Parent company Alimentation Couche-Tard

has announced that they are embarking on a

major investment of €20m with plans to

change the name of 420 service stations in

Ireland from Topaz to Circle K.

The Canadian company bought Topaz from

Denis O'Brien in 2016 for a reported fee of

€258m, while also taking over the debts of the

company at the same time. The total

investment then was said to be in the region of

€450m.

Rebranding on the Irish filling stations and

the attached Re.Store outlets has begun with

the completion of all sites expected to be

finished within 18 months. Recently, the

company changed the petrol branding to Miles,

with a view to the overall changes announced

this week.

There are also plans by the company to

develop a number of new motorway service

sites Westmeath, Wexford and two in Kildare.

Two new motorway stations in Dublin and Cork

are also being planned.

Featured in the Sealey new Garage &

Workshop Promotion (valid until the

end of June 2018) are two new wheel

servicing equipment items, that offer both

economy and efficiency.

The TC10 Automatic Tyre Changer is

suitable for most cars and light

commercial vehicles and is capable of

changing 11" to 24" wheel rims. It

protects alloy wheels with the added

feature of plastic protectors which are

fitted to the clamping jaws and

mounting head. The unit comes

supplied with a 485mm tyre lever,

integrated tyre inflator, tyre soap tub,

air regulator and lubricator. It also

incorporates an air operated rear tilting

column and head lock and has the

option of being partnered with the

TC10A Assist Arm, which is

required for use with low profile and

run flat tyres.

The WB10 Wheel Balancer is a

semi-automatic unit that is self-

calibrating with a manual check

option. It features auto standby

mode, foot operated brake,

quick release locking wing nut

and wheel guard with auto stop.

The data can be entered

manually if required, however, auto

data input for offset and wheel 

diameter is available

and both steel and

alloy settings,

depending on the

required location of the

wheel weights,

including a split

(hidden) weight. The

WB10 is suitable for

most cars and light

commercial wheels and

is supplied with four

centring cones, wheel

measuring calipers, weight

pliers and 100g calibration

weight.

These equipment
items are now available at
promotional prices from
Sealey stockists.

Sealey special on wheel servicing equipment




